
A single interface for
connected operators
and managers to track
and digitise your
operations

In the field. For
everyone. All the time.

Don't hesitate to contact us for your projects involving the digitisation and
traceability of industrial operations.

CONTACT US
Do you have an Industry 4.0 project in mind?

contact@picomto.com www.picomto.comPicomto
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ACCOMPAGNEMENT SECURED DATA

-80%

training time for
digital training

"I don't have to carry around a notebook or information binder any more, I have
everything in front of me and I can see everything I need to.”

Meet the industry’s challenges Our promises

Store your know-how

CONNECTED
OPERATOR

FEATURES
Training
Planing

Checklists
Working

instructions

HARDWARE
HMI/Machines

Tablets
Augmented reality

CONNECTED
MANAGER

FEATURES
Polyvalence

Planing
Alerts

Supervision

HARDWARE
PC

Tablets

A central tool to serve the field

Your guarantees

NO CODE SOLUTION

COMPLIANT INTERCONNECTABLE MULTI DEVICES

Quick and easy to learn
without any specific skills

A team dedicated to your
project, should you need it

Standard or On Premise
hosting available

Compliant GxP (FDA 21 CFR Part
11), ISO 9001, 14001 et 190001

Integration with your existing
CMMS, MES and ERP tools...

E. THEVES- MT Offshore technician
La Marine Nationale

CUSTOMER TEST IMONIAL

Operation variance

Plot your tasks

               Get it right first time and ensure
repeatability of activities

Picomto is the single central interface for the connected
operator and manager on a daily basis. 
Operators are guided through the interface as soon as they
take up their post, enabling them to consult the tasks to be
carried out and the instructions to be followed.
The manager, for his part, orders, distributes and supervises
the operations of his teams in real time.

They have integrated the Picomto solution

Available on PC, tablets or
mobiles with Android application

               Assist your operators or validate their
actions remotely

               Manage the acquisition and
monitoring of your teams' skills

               Master your most complex processes

               Reduce the cognitive load on operators
with hands-free peripherals

                Work together anywhere, anytime, in
safety

                Identify the root causes of your drift and
create automatic reports

                Reduce the risk of errors and carry out
audits at the click of a button

                Structure and add value to your data to
build relevant dashboards

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/compliance/offerings/offering-gxp

